
5. Negative impact media has on the 
popularity of sport

3. Solutions to 
barriers with an 

example of each.

Contemporary 
Issues

LO1 4. Name the Factors affecting participation (TWERRC)

2.Barriers for single 
parents?

6. Negative impact 
provision has on the 
popularity of sport

7. Positive impact 
environment has on the 

popularity of sport

8. 4 current most 
popular activities in the 
UK?

9. Why are they the 4 most popular 
activities?

10. Name an emerging 
sport- why is it emerging?

11.Identify 9 User 
Groups

12. Barriers for 
disabled?

1. Barriers for 
unemployed?



5. Name the Olympic values

3. What is the 
message through 

the Olympic 
Creed

Contemporary 
Issues

LO2
4. What do the Olympic rings represent?

2. How is tolerance and 
respect promoted through 
sport?

6. Name the Paralympic 
values

7. Why is it important to 
observe good etiquette?

8. Give 2 examples of 
gamesmanship

9. Give 2 examples of sportsmanship

10. Define gamesmanship 

11. How is team spirit 
promoted through sport?

12. Why is fair 
play important in 

life? 

1. Sporting 
application of 

citizenship



3. Health 
consequences of 

using PEDs

Contemporary 
Issues

LO2
4. What is WADAs Whereabouts rule?

2. What are the consequences 
when caught using PEDs

5. How do they test for 
PEDs?

6. How can we 
prevent the use of 

PEDs?

8. What is the aim of the ECB 
Chance to Shine initiative?

11. Why might athletes used 
PEDs?

12. Identify 3 
types of PEDs

1. Name an 
athlete who has 

been caught 
using PEDs

7. What is the ethical 
issues around drugs?

9. What is the aim of the Kick it Out initiative?

10. What is the aim of the 
FIFAs Football for Hope 
initiative?



3. Give an 
example of an 

economic legacy?

Contemporary 
Issues

LO3
4. How does a country make a profit from hosting 

a major event?

2. Give an example of a social 
legacy

5. Explain how security can be a 
drawback from hosting a major 

event?

6. What is the Shop 
window effect? 8. What are the drawbacks on 

transport networks?

11. What are the features 
of a regular event and give 
an example

12. What is 
meant by a 

legacy?

1. Give an 
example of a 

sporting legacy

7. Which businesses are 
boosting during an event?

9. What are the features 
of a regular and reoccurring event and give 
an example

10. What are the features 
of a one-off event and give 
an example



3. Give an example 
of how a NGB can 
develop grassroots

Contemporary 
Issues

LO4
4. How might an NGB promote women in sport? 

1. Identify 3 NGBs

6. What policies and 
initiatives do NGBs put in 

place? 

8. What advice and support 
could a NGB give a club??

11. How do National Governing 
Bodies improve infrastructure?

12. How might a 
NGB develop an 
emerging sport? 

7. How do NGBs help 
promote a club?

9. How do National Governing Bodies help 
funding within a sport? 

10. How do National 
Governing Bodies develop a sport?

2. How might a 
NGB develop an 
emerging sport? 

5. Identify 3 
areas NGBs are 
responsible for? 


